LUMEN ID complete end-to-end secure credential solution
Using secure technologies, printer encoders and smart card
key management techniques, the end result is a highly secure,
encrypted and uncompromised credential.
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Existing access control system(s)

Key generation ceremony

A single global access control credential can
be created irrespective of the use of multiple
technologies or multiple access control
systems per region. Your existing access
control system can remain untouched. We only
change the parts of your security solution that
have become compromised such as ID cards
and card readers; thus minimising operational
disruption and staff re-training costs.

The ﬁrst step in the deployment of a truly secure smart card credential starts
with the creation of a unique, private key structure that never leaves the clients
secure area. There are no written smart card keys or passwords. Instead keys
are derived using paraphrases from multiple members of staff. A unique
customer keyset is then created, along with a set of secure ‘Key Conﬁguration/
Programming cards’ that are used to initiate readers and other security devices.
Using paraphrases keys can also be periodically changed by the customer to
ensure effective key rotation. Smart card keys always remain anonymous
and are known only by the customer.

Final access control
ID card or credential
The end result is a highly secure, encrypted
and uncompromised credential for staff and
visitors that can be used for access control
and cashless vending systems etc.

Key conﬁguration/
programming cards

Secure readers & smart
cipher box (Optional)
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Encrypted printer encoders
Encrypted card printers and encoders hold
customers private keys directly in the SAM of the
encoder and successfully ensure that on-card key
and data protection is digitally assigned to the end
access control ID card.

Highly secure, multi-technology smart card
readers make it possible to easily migrate
from a legacy technology to a more secure
technology. Readers can also be used with
optional ‘smart cipher boxes’ which
independently hold smart card ‘keys’
away from the reader at the door.
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Credential management server
The LUMEN ID credential management server links
to existing access control/HR databases and manages
the allocation of unique identiﬁers to credentials. It controls
all the key elements in the secure credential solution and
checks that ‘key’ activation cards, card number ranges
and secure printers/encoders are all correctly assigned
to the appropriate access control server.

